A practical guide to generating passive cryptocurrency rewards on the Bitswift blockchain.

The Bitswift project embodies educating and integrating token ecosystems and making them
conveniently accessible. Our blockchain application platforms focus on accessibility and
convenience options for the non tech savvy individuals and business owners to partake in
the token economy. Below is a brief overview regarding some of the platforms operated by
Bitswift and how users and devices may utilize these platforms to generate passive crypto
rewards.
TECH tokens:
TECH tokens exist as a rewards token on the Bitswift blockchain. TECH tokens are
rewarded to Bitswift community members who are facilitating Bitswift ecosystem growth.
Community members can earn tech tokens through referrals on bitswift.shop. The sign up
link for Bitswift.shop referral program is here: https://bitswift.refersion.com . Bitswift
representatives are rewarded with TECH tokens through invoicing end customers.
Additional information regarding TECH token can be found here:
https://bitswift.wiki/index.php/TECH
Bundling Bitswift:
By design Bitswift inherits a secure decentralized transactional system in which the
community members participating through “bundling” are the ones who are rewarded with
transaction fees from the network. The bundling process does not require technical know
how, speciality hardware, or vast amount of electricity to function, making it ideal for the
average person to utilize for passive rewards from the Bitswift blockchain.
You can read more about bundling Bitswift here:
https://bitswift.wiki/index.php/Bundlers
Forging Ardor:
Bitswift has set up an Ardor forging pool which allows community members to participate for
a chance to receive Ardor transaction rewards from the Ardor blockchain. Rewards earned
are proportional to the amount of Ardor leased to the pool over a given time period. Fees
earned by the pool operators are utilized to further develop the Bitswift ecosystem.
Additional information regarding forging on the Bitswift LZLZ pool can be found here:
https://bitswift.network
https://bitswift.wiki/index.php/LZLZ_Forging_Pool

Shop Giveaways:
Bitswift.shop is online and serving the crypto economy drop shipping electronic goods
directly to Canadian businesses and households. The shop accepts a number of
crypto-currencies for payment and customers are receiving their products next business day.
Thie Bitswift.shop twitter account is highly active with new products and promotions. Users
of the Bitswift community can follow @shopbitswift
(https://twitter.com/ShopBitswift) for a chance to receive free crypto-rewards and other tech
gear on behalf of bitswift.shop.
CASH tokens:
Bitswift.cash is a platform which is currently in closed beta testing. The service allows users
to conveniently enter the token economy through the use of flexepin vouchers and in the
future the platform can be expanded to support other forms of payment methods, making it a
convenient gateway for the public to enter token markets. The platform rewards users
through a CASH token which all users can claim, but only verified users can export to the
blockchain.
More
Bitswift is always looking at new ways to connect people to the token economy and will be
creating future products and services which focus on these goals.
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